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Abstract—Sensory integration (SI) is a cognitive process whereby the brain uses unimodal or multimodal sensory
features to create a comprehensive representation of the environment. Integration of sensory input is necessary
to achieve a coherent perception of the environment, and to subsequently plan and coordinate action. The neural
mechanisms mediating SI are poorly understood; however, recent studies suggest that the regulation of SI
involves N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDARs) in orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). Thus, we tested this hypothesis
directly in two experiments using object oddity tests that require SI for visual and olfactory stimuli. First, we
blocked NMDARs with acute CPP treatment (i.p., 10 mg/kg) and tested rats in unimodal visual and olfactory SI
tests, and respective control unimodal oddity tests that do not require SI. Second, we used intra-OFC infusions
of AP5 (30 mM) to examine the role of NMDARs in the OFC in the oddity tests requiring SI. Systemic blockade of
NMDARs impaired performance on the visual tests regardless of whether SI was required for determining oddity.
In the olfactory tests, systemic treatment with CPP impaired the test requiring SI while sparing olfactory oddity,
demonstrating a selective impairment in the olfactory SI. Intra-OFC blockade of NMDARs impaired olfactory SI,
without effect on visual SI, demonstrating that intra-OFC NMDARs are essential for olfactory, but not visual SI.
The present results are discussed in the context of the function of the OFC and its associated circuitry. � 2020

IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION

Sensory integration (SI) is a process whereby the brain

uses unimodal or multimodal sensory features to create

a coherent representation of sensory stimuli in the

environment (Stein and Stanford, 2008). Each sense con-

veys a unique perspective of the external world; because

of this, proper processing of sensory information into a

contextually rich representation of the environment is fun-

damental to cognition (Stein et al., 2014; Marks et al.,

2018b). Indeed, without proper SI, behavioral responses

appear disorganized, erratic, repetitive, or disconnected

(Davis et al., 2001). In addition, impaired SI of unimodal

stimuli has been observed during psychosis (Carter

et al., 2017), as well as in schizophrenia (SZ) (Stone

et al., 2011; Silverstein et al., 2012; Kiparizoska and

Ikuta, 2017). Because SI is relevant to daily cognitive

functions and is further involved in cognitive symptoms
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of psychiatric illness, enhancing our understanding of

the neural bases of SI in both healthy and disease states

is required (Stein et al., 2019).

Currently, the neural substrates of SI are poorly

understood in part because few tasks are available to

evaluate SI directly in rodent models. However, recent

progress in developing rodent tests of SI have been

made with object oddity tests (Cloke et al., 2016; Marks

et al., 2018b). These tests involve allowing rats to explore

five objects in an open field. The objects are composed of

two identical pairs and a 5th ‘odd’ object. The objects can

have features from the same or different sensory modali-

ties, permitting assessment of unimodal SI and multi-

modal SI, respectively. In this test, all objects are

presented at the same time and rats explore them for a

5 minute period. Rats tested under these conditions show

an innate preference for exploration of the odd object

(Cloke et al., 2016; Marks et al., 2018b). Thus, SI is

assessed in just one phase with a minimal mnemonic

demand and does not require a pre-training phase

(Cloke et al., 2016; Marks et al., 2018a,b).

A large body of literature indicates that SI involves the

collective interaction of numerous brain regions such as

cortex, midbrain, and thalamus (Stein et al., 2009;

Winters and Reid, 2010; Reid et al., 2014). Cytoarchitec-

tural studies indicate the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC)
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receives convergent visual, somatosensory, olfactory,

and gustatory inputs in rats and in nonhuman primates

(Ongur, 2000; Schuck et al., 2018). Because of this, the

rat OFC seems to play an important role in systems sup-

porting SI (Izquierdo, 2017). Individual OFC neurons have

been identified in single-unit recordings that respond to

olfactory and visual stimulation, either separately or in

combination (Rolls and Baylis, 1994). Recent studies in

rodents indicate that the OFC is crucial for unimodal SI,

especially with olfactory stimuli (Marks et al., 2018b).

Together, these data suggest that OFC is involved in SI

regulation; however, more investigation is required to

delineate the role of the rodent OFC in SI.

In the present report, we tested the potential

contribution of N-methyl-D-aspartate glutamate receptors

(NMDARs) in a series of oddity tasks that do and do not

require SI of visual and olfactory stimuli. It is known that

cognition in rodent models relies heavily on NMDARs

(Floresco, 2013; Cadinu et al., 2018; Peyrovian et al.,

2019). In OFC, NMDARs are expressed on pyramidal

neurons (Thompson et al., 2016) and their blockade dis-

rupts OFC function and consequently may impair the

appropriate integration of relevant sensory stimuli

(Homayoun and Moghaddam 2008; van Wingerden

et al., 2012). Currently, limited information exists regard-

ing the potential role of NMDARs in SI in rodent models.

In one study, rats treated sub-chronically with ketamine

showed impaired multimodal SI without unimodal SI

impairments (Cloke et al., 2016). As the rats were tested

ten days after their last treatment, the acute effects of

NMDAR blockade could not be determined. Therefore,

we tested the hypothesis that acute treatment with an

NMDAR antagonist would impair SI. To this end, we

employed systemic treatment with the competitive

NMDAR antagonist CPP as well as intra-OFC infusions

of AP5 to examine the role of NMDARs in that area during

SI in object oddity.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Animals

Thirty two adult male Long Evans rats (300–400 g; Charles

River Laboratories, Kingston, NY,USA)were pair housed if

receiving systemic treatment and singly housed (after

surgery) if receiving infusions in standard, ventilated

polypropylene cages in a temperature controlled (21 �C)
room with ad libitum access to food (Purina Rat Chow)

and water. Animals were provided with a plastic tube in

their home cage for environmental enrichment throughout

the experiment. Behavioral tests were conducted during

the light phase of a 12 h light–dark cycle (lights on a

7 am) between 1 and 4 pm. All procedures adhered to the

guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care and

were approved by the University of Saskatchewan’s

Animal Research Ethics Board.
Systemic drug treatment

(R)-CPP (±3-(2-carboxy-piperazine-4-yl)-propyl-1-phos

phonic acid) (Tocris, Bioscience) was dissolved in

physiological saline (0.9%) and injected (i.p. 1 ml/kg) at
a dose of 10 mg/kg (Whitlock et al. 2006; Davies et al.

2017). A group of naı̈ve rats was used for assessing the

effects of NMDAR blockade on the visual and olfactory

SI tests (n= 8) and another group of naı̈ve rats was

run for the control object oddity tests that do not require

SI (n= 8). Both groups of rats received either saline or

CPP 30 min before each of the visual and olfactory tests.

The systemic experiment followed a within subjects’

design in which consecutive tests were separated by a

minimum of 48 h. Each rat received four tests counterbal-

anced for drug treatment. The experimental design for

systemic treatment is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Surgery and intracranial drug treatment

A third group of naı̈ve rats (n= 16) were implanted with

guide cannula (23 Ga) bilaterally to target the ventral

and lateral (VL)-OFC. During the procedure, rats were

anesthetized with the inhalant anesthetic isoflurane

(Janssen) and were treated with 5 mg/kg (s.c.) of

Anafen (Merial Canada, Inc). After animals were

positioned in a stereotaxic apparatus, the scalp was cut

and retracted to expose the skull. Holes were drilled,

and guide cannula was inserted bilaterally at the

following coordinates VL-OFC (AP +3.50 mm; ML

+2.30; DV �4.20 from bregma). The cannulae were

secured to the skull using six jeweler screws and dental

acrylic. The skin was then sutured, and an antiseptic

cream (Hibatane� – Veterinary Ointment) was applied.

Rats were singly housed post-operatively and recovered

for 1 week prior to behavioral testing. The intracranial

experiment followed a within subjects’ design, in which

consecutive infusion treatments were separated by at

least 48 h. Each rat received four testing trials

counterbalanced for drug treatment.

For intracranial infusions, stock solutions of D-2-

amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (AP5) were prepared

in physiological saline (0.9%) to yield concentrations of

30 mM (5.9 mg/mL). This concentration was chosen

from previous studies demonstrating it was sufficient to

impair rodent memory after infusion into cortex (Davies

et al., 2017; Scott et al., 2019). Stock solutions were kept

at �20 �C and used throughout the course of testing.

Immediately before infusions, Hamilton syringes (10 ml)
were connected to the infusion cannulae (30 Ga) via poly-

ethylene tubing (PE50) loaded with drug or vehicle. Nee-

dles were lowered into the brain 1 mm past the end of the

guide cannulae and infusions were conducted (infusion

rate of 0.5 ml/min over 2 min for a total volume of 1 ml in
each hemisphere; Davies et al., 2017). Infusion needles

remained in place for 1 min after the infusion to allow dif-

fusion of the drug. Rats were tested 15 min following brain

infusions. Preceding to the infusions, rats were habituated

to the infusion procedure for four days, in which all

aspects of the infusion procedure were carried out, apart

from drug or vehicle administration.

Behavioral testing
Apparatus and testing materials. Habituation and

testing occurred in a 60 cm (l) � 60 cm (w) � 60 cm (h)



Fig. 1. Experimental design illustrates all steps for systemic treatment with vehicle (saline) or CPP (10 mg/kg) 30 min before the tests. Each rat

received four testing trials counterbalanced for drug treatment, and all tests were separated by a minimum of 48 h. For intra-OFC study the

experimental design applied was the same, except for surgery and the infusion habituation (see Experimental procedures for details). The rats

received treatments with either vehicle (saline) or AP5 (30 mM) 15 min before testing. All treatments were separated by a minimum of 48 h.
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open field constructed from white corrugated plastic

(Fig. 2A). The testing stimuli were created using 250 mL

glass canning jars filled with sand for stability. The

oddity tests involved presentation of five objects with

visual or olfactory features. Four versions of the oddity

test were conducted: visual oddity, visual SI, olfactory

oddity, and olfactory SI. In the control oddity tests, one

sensory feature per object was presented (i.e., A/A, B/B

and one odd (C) – Fig. 2C), whereas in the respective

SI versions, two sensory patterns per object (i.e., AB/

AB, CD/CD and an odd object (CB) – Fig. 2B) were

presented. For each modality, two sets of different

patterns were used. For the visual tests, printed

patterns were affixed to the jars. For the olfactory tests,

identical small plastic vials (25 mL) were filled with a

powdered spice (lemon, onion, cloves, ginger, mustard,

sage, basil, thyme, garlic, or cloves) and placed inside

the glass canning jars to create distinct olfactory

features used for the SI (Fig. 2D) and control oddity

tests (Fig. 2E). Holes were drilled in the lids of the jars

used for the olfactory test to allow for the odors to be

accessible to the rats (Fig. 2F). Jars were affixed to the

testing apparatus with Velcro to prevent them from

tipping over during exploration.
Object oddity test protocol. Following facility

acclimatization, rats were handled 5 min/day for two

consecutive days and then habituated in their home

cages near the behavior testing room for two

additional days. Finally, rats were habituated to the

open fields (without objects) for two consecutive days

(5 min/day). For each test, five objects (two pairs of

identical objects and a 5th ‘odd’ object) were placed

in the open field along one wall. The odd object

position was counterbalanced between rats and tests;

thus, the odd object appeared equally in all positions

throughout the experiment. On a given test day, rats

were given 5 min to freely explore the objects. The

testing apparatus and jars were cleaned with 40%

ethanol between rats. Recordings of the tests were

taken with an overhead camera connected to a

personal computer. Videos were manually scored

using stop-watches after testing was complete.

Exploration of the olfactory cues was scored when the
rat sniffed the top of the jar lids within 2 cm or

touched them with its nose. Visual cue exploration

was considered when the rat directed its gaze to the

front of the jars and was within 2 cm of them. Object

exploration was quantified using an oddity preference

score, which was calculated using the following

formula: oddity preference = time spent exploring the

odd object / total object exploration time (Bartko et al.,

2007; Cloke et al., 2016; Marks et al., 2018b). This

score is used to quantify preferential exploration of the

odd object. For these tests, an oddity preference (OP)

significantly greater than chance (0.20 as five objects

were available to be explored) indicates an object oddity

preference (Bartko et al., 2007; Cloke et al., 2016;

Marks et al., 2018b).
Histology

After visual and olfactory tests, rats from the infusion

experiment were sacrificed with isoflurane and

transcardially perfused with saline followed by 4%

paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences).

Brains were removed and post-fixed in

paraformaldehyde before being transferred to a 30%

sucrose solution and sectioned on a sliding microtome.

Cannula position and infusion sites were confirmed

using as reference a rat brain atlas (Paxinos and

Watson, 2007).
Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism 7 and P
values �0.05 were considered significant. All data are

presented as a means ± SEM except for those found in

Fig. 3D. In all figures, the dashed line represents the

oddity preference corresponding to chance. Behavior

was analyzed by taking the mean oddity preference

score and total exploration for each condition in each

experiment. Paired-sample t-tests was used to compare

treatments in each experiment. One sample t-tests were

also used to assess significant differences from chance

performance (0.2) for each group. Normality was

verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Data that did not

reach normality were analyzed using a nonparametric

Wilcoxon matched-pairs test and are presented as



Fig. 2. Photographs of the open field (A) used for the oddity tests and representative stimuli used for each variant (visual and olfactory). Red

highlight indicates the odd object in each test. (B) Patterns used for the visual test requiring SI; (C) patterns used for visual oddity test not requiring

SI; (D) spices used for the olfactory test requiring SI; (E) spices used for the olfactory test not requiring SI. Panel (F) shows the holes drilled in the jar

lids to allow for olfactory exploration. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of

this article.)

Fig. 3. Oddity preference scores from the visual test requiring SI and control visual oddity test that does not require SI following systemic CPP

treatment in rats. Significant impairments in oddity preference score were found in systemic CPP treated rats in visual requiring SI (**p< 0.01; A)
and in visual control (*p< 0.05; C) test that does not require SI versus vehicle treatment. Significant oddity preference above chance performance

was found in vehicle (saline) treatment in both visual oddity tests (###p< 0.001; A, ##p< 0.01; C). Systemic CPP treatment had no effect on total

object exploration time for either visual oddity test (p> 0.05; B; D). Statistical differences between treatment are indicated by asterisks (*) signs.

Statistical differences above chance performance are indicated by pound (#) signs.
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median with interquartile range (Fig. 3D). Multiple

comparisons for each experiment were corrected using

the Holm-Sidak method as implemented in GraphPad

Prism. Effect size was provided with partial eta squared

(g2p) which represents the total variability in each

dependent variable that can be attributed to the

independent variables. Small, medium, and large effect

sizes are considered partial (g2p) values of 0.01, 0.06,

and 0.14 respectively (Cohen 1988).
RESULTS

Systemic CPP administration impairs visual object
oddity regardless of whether SI was required

Systemic administration of CPP significantly decreased

oddity preference in the visual test requiring SI, when

performance was compared to the saline testing day

(Fig. 3A; t7 = 5.26, p= 0.0012, g2p = 0.798). In

addition, one-sample t-test showed that rats receiving
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vehicle had an oddity preference significantly higher than

chance for the visual test requiring SI (Fig. 3A; t7 = 5.79,

p= 0.0007, g2p = 0.827), whereas the oddity preference

of CPP-treated rats did not differ significantly from chance

(Fig. 3A; t7 = 1.57, p= 0.16).

When we analyzed the data from the control visual

oddity test that does not require SI, a paired-sample t-
test showed that systemic CPP treatment significantly

decreased oddity preference (Fig. 3C; t7 = 2.55,

p= 0.0379, g2p = 0.482), when performance was

compared to the preferences of saline-injection. In

addition, one-sample t-tests showed significantly oddity

preference above chance performance when rats

received vehicle treatment (Fig. 3C; t7 = 5.20,

p< 0.0012, g2p = 0.795), but not CPP (Fig. 3C;

t7 = 0.16, p= 0.87). Systemic CPP treatment had no

effect on total exploration in visual oddity requiring SI

(Fig. 3B; t7 = 0.81, p= 0.44). Also, the Wilcoxon

matched pairs nonparametric test showed that systemic

CPP treatment had no effect on total exploration in the

visual test that does not require SI (Fig. 3D; W= 14,

p= 0.38). These results suggest that systemic

treatment with an NMDAR antagonist impairs the visual

control oddity test and the visual test requiring SI.
Systemic CPP administration selectively impairs
olfactory object oddity when SI is required

Systemic administration of CPP significantly decreased

oddity preference in the olfactory test requiring SI

(Fig. 4A; t7 = 3.13, p= 0.017, g2p = 0.584) when

performance was compared to the preference following

saline injection. In addition, one-sample t-tests showed

that when rats received vehicle, their oddity preference

was significantly higher than chance for the olfactory

test requiring SI (Fig. 4A; t7 = 4.52, p= 0.0027,

g2p = 0.745), whereas the oddity preference did not

differ significantly from chance following CPP (Fig. 4A;

t7 = 0.18, p= 0.86).

Systemic administration of CPP did not alter oddity

preference in the olfactory test that does not require SI

when performance was compared to that following

saline injection (Fig. 4C; t7 = 0.15, p= 0.88). One-

sample t-tests showed that following either saline

(Fig. 4C; t7 = 6.20, p< 0.0004, g2p = 0.846) or CPP

treatment (Fig. 4C; t7 = 2.81, p= 0.0258, g2p = 0.531

– Fig. 4C), rats showed oddity preference above chance

performance. Systemic treatment CPP had no effect on

total exploration in the olfactory test requiring SI

(Fig. 4B; t7 = 1.49, p= 0.17) or in the control olfactory

(Fig. 4D; t7 = 2.12, p= 0.07) oddity test. These results

demonstrated that systemic treatment with an NMDAR

antagonist impairs the olfactory test requiring SI while

sparing olfactory oddity.
Blockade of NMDA receptors in OFC impairs
olfactory, but not visual, object oddity requiring SI

Intra-OFC AP5 treatment did not change the oddity

preference in the visual test requiring SI (Fig. 5A;

t11 = 0.96, p= 0.35) when performance was compared

to the preferences following saline injection. One-
sample t-tests showed that rats receiving vehicle

(Fig. 5A; t11 = 2.29, p= 0.0428, g2p = 0.32) or AP5

(Fig. 5A; t11 = 5.59, p= 0.0002, g2p = 0.74) had an

oddity preference significantly higher than chance

performance for visual test requiring SI.

In contrast, a paired sample t-test showed that AP5

infusions into OFC significantly decreased oddity

preference for olfactory SI-dependent oddity (Fig. 5C;

t11 = 3.12, p= 0.0097, g2p = 0.47) when performance

was compared to the preferences of saline-injected

controls. One-sample t-tests comparing oddity

preference showed significant oddity preference above

chance when rats received vehicle (saline) treatment

(Fig. 5C; t11 = 3.47, p= 0.0052, g2p = 0.52), whereas

the oddity preference following AP5 treatment did not

differ significantly from chance (Fig. 5C; t11 = 0.56,

p= 0.58). Similar to systemic treatment with CPP,

bilateral infusion of AP5 into the OFC did not affect the

amount of time spent exploring the objects for visual

(Fig. 5B; t11 = 1.40, p= 0.18) or olfactory (Fig. 5D;

t11 = 1.06, p= 0.30) tests requiring SI. These results

demonstrate that intra-OFC blockade of NMDARs did not

affect the visual test requiring SI, while the olfactory test

requiring SI was impaired. Thus, these results indicate

that NMDARs into OFC are crucial for normal olfactory SI.
Histology

Fig. 5 panel E shows the approximate placements of the

infusion needles. Only rats with placements in ventral and

lateral OFC were accepted for statistical analysis

(n= 12). Four rats had misplaced infusion sites that

were either dorsal or ventral to the OFC; these four

animals were excluded from all analysis.
DISCUSSION

Systemic CPP treatment significantly decreased oddity

preference when rats were tested in the visual oddity

tests either with or without an SI component. In

contrast, systemic treatment with CPP impaired

olfactory oddity requiring SI while leaving the control

olfactory oddity test without SI intact. Intracranial

infusions of AP5 into OFC impaired the olfactory oddity

with SI test without affecting the visual oddity with SI

test. Thus, the present findings provide evidence that

NMDARs, particularly in the OFC, have a selective role

in olfactory oddity tests requiring SI. No such selectivity

is shown in the companion tests using visual stimuli.

In the present experiments, we modified some

aspects of the tests used previously in Marks et al.

(2018b). We used larger, printed patterns for the visual

oddity tests that covered the jars (Fig. 2B, C). With this

modification, variability in performance was reduced com-

pared to the data generated in our previous study (Marks

et al., 2018b). It is noteworthy that exploration times are

low for the test, particularly the visual versions. However,

as vehicle-treated rats consistently showed an oddity

preference above chance in all the tests, we believe that

our results are reliable. Importantly, we also added oddity

tests without an SI component to test whether the judge-

ment of oddity itself was impaired by the systemic



Fig. 4. Oddity preference scores from the olfactory test requiring SI and for olfactory control visual oddity test that does not require SI following

systemic CPP treatment in rats. Significant impairments in oddity preference score were found in systemic CPP treated rats in olfactory test

requiring SI (*p< 0.05; A) versus vehicle treatment. Significant oddity preference above chance performance was found following vehicle (saline)

treatment in olfactory test requiring SI (##p< 0.01; A). Additionally, significant oddity preference above chance performance was found following

vehicle (saline) treatment (###p< 0.001; C) as well as CPP treatment (#p< 0.05; C) for the olfactory test that does not require SI. Systemic CPP

treatment had no effect on total object exploration time for either olfactory oddity test (p> 0.05; B; D). Statistical differences between treatment are

indicated by asterisks (*) signs. Statistical differences above chance performance are indicated by pound (#) signs.

Fig. 5. Oddity preference scores from visual and olfactory tests requiring SI following intra-OFC infusion of AP5 in rats. AP5-treated rats showed

oddity preference above chance performance in visual test requiring SI (###p< 0.001; A). Significant impairments in oddity preference were found

following AP5 infusion in the olfactory test requiring SI (**p< 0.01; C) versus vehicle group. Significant oddity preference above chance

performance was found following vehicle (saline) treatment in visual (#p< 0.05; A) and olfactory tests requiring SI (##p< 0.01; C). Bilateral
infusion with AP5 into OFC had no effect on total object exploration time for visual or olfactory tests (p> 0.05; B–D respectively). Statistical

differences between treatment are indicated by asterisks (*) signs. Statistical differences above chance performance are indicated by pound (#)

signs. Panel E shows a schematic representation of the infusion needle tip placements of the infusions into ventrolateral (VL) OFC from all rats

(n= 12). Black dots indicate infusion sites.
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NMDAR manipulations made. Comparison of the results

of these two tests allows us to dissociate the effects of

our systemic NMDAR blockade on visual and olfactory

oddity. In addition, as the olfactory test not requiring SI

was unaffected by systemic NMDAR antagonist treat-

ment, we believe that it is reasonable to conclude that

NMDAR blockade limited to the OFC would not have

impaired the oddity test without SI either.
Systemic CPP administration impairs visual oddity
with or without SI, and olfactory oddity with SI

Our study provides evidence that NMDARs are important

for both visual oddity tests. These effects could be the

result of: (1) an inability of the rats to make an oddity

judgement, or (2) an inability of the rats to discriminate

the visual characteristics of the stimuli used in the tests

(Winters et al., 2010; Bartko et al., 2011; Talpos et al.,

2012). NMDARs are widely distributed in visual cortex

(Aoki et al., 1994; Liu et al., 2015) and they play a role

in integrating neural responses in supragranular layers

of the rat primary visual cortex (Fukuda et al., 1998;

Kurylo and Gazes, 2008). As a result, the hypothesis that

blocking NMDARs impaired the normal visual cortex func-

tion and consequently the performance in visual object

oddity tasks cannot be discarded. In contrast, we demon-

strated that systemic CPP treatment selectively impaired

the olfactory oddity test with SI while sparing olfactory

oddity without SI. This suggests that oddity judgements

for olfactory stimuli remain intact following NMDAR antag-

onism. This finding is in general agreement with previous

researchers that has shown that rats treated with NMDAR

antagonist had no difficulty in recognizing and discriminat-

ing odors, indicating intact olfaction (Staubli et al., 1989;

Tarland and Brosda, 2018). When taken into considera-

tion with the pattern of results for visual stimuli discussed

above, this provides evidence that the deficits in the visual

tasks are likely a result of a deficit in visual perception,

and not the ‘‘oddity judgement process”, per se.

Few studies have directly assessed the effects of

blocking NMDARs on SI in rodent models. Repeated

treatment with ketamine failed to alter basic olfactory or

visual SI in rats (Cloke et al., 2016); however, the acute

effects of NMDAR blockade could not be determined as

a ten day washout period followed the last ketamine injec-

tion in this study. Impaired performance in crossmodal

and unimodal (tactile or visual) object recognition tests

have been reported following repeated treatment with

MK-801 or ketamine (Jacklin et al., 2012; Cloke et al.,

2015). However, this impairment was observed when a

1-h retention delay was used. Thus, these impairments

may relate to the mnemonic demands of testing and con-

sequently confound the interpretation of a specific deficit

in SI. Furthermore, rats were tested after a 7–10 day

drug-free, washout period; thus, the acute effects of

NMDAR blockade could not be determined.
Blockade of NMDARs in OFC impairs olfactory object
oddity requiring SI

The rodent OFC contributes to an array of cognitive

functions and there is growing evidence that OFC
subdivisions (e.g., medial orbital area, ventral orbital

area, ventrolateral orbital area) make distinct functional

contributions to behavior (Stalnaker et al., 2015;

Izquierdo, 2017; Murphy and Deutch, 2018;

Constantinople et al., 2019; Hervig et al., 2019). Indeed,

anatomical, mechanistic, and recording experiments

demonstrate that medial regions are more related to

affective regulation and cognitive control while lateral

regions are more involved in SI (Rempel-Clower,

2007; Hoover and Vertes, 2011; Nogueira et al.,

2017). However, few studies have investigated the func-

tion of the rodent ventrolateral (VL) OFC in object odd-

ity tasks that require SI. Our intracranial infusions of

AP5 into OFC impaired the olfactory oddity with SI test

without affecting the visual object oddity with SI test.

The role of the OFC in olfactory-dependent cognition

is well documented in humans and rodents (Rolls,

2004; Reid et al., 2014; Cloke and Winters, 2015;

Fagundo et al., 2015). Recently, VL-OFC infusions of

the T-type calcium channel blocker Z944 impaired olfac-

tory SI (Marks et al., 2018b). The results from the pre-

sent study further suggest that the OFC and, in

particular, NMDAR activity within the OFC, mediates

the circuit involved in the olfactory oddity test requiring

SI. However, the mechanisms underlying the involve-

ment of NMDARs within the OFC in olfactory SI test

are unknown. One consequence of blocking NMDARs

would likely be alterations in gamma oscillations.

Gamma oscillations are reduced in patients with

schizophrenia during SI and working memory (Cho

et al., 2006; Uhlhaas and Singer, 2010; Lewis et al.,

2012), and abnormal gamma oscillations are also

observed in pharmacological and genetic NMDAR hypo-

function rodent models of SZ (Cunningham, 2006;

McNally et al., 2013; Hiyoshi et al., 2014; Jadi et al.,

2016). Others have shown that gamma oscillations

appear in OFC during olfactory-dependent tasks (van

Wingerden et al., 2010) suggesting that gamma oscilla-

tory activity of the central olfactory system plays a func-

tional role in conveying odor signals from the olfactory

bulb to the OFC via the piriform cortex (Mori et al.,

2013). These findings support the hypothesis that block-

ing NMDARs in the VL-OFC alter gamma oscillations

and consequently the performance of olfactory tests

requiring SI. Future in vivo electrophysiological experi-

ments with NMDARs antagonists into OFC will help

clarify the involvement of gamma oscillation in olfactory

SI.

In conclusion, the present study demonstrates that

NMDARs are important for the olfactory oddity test

requiring SI and their blockade also impairs visual oddity

tests either with or without an SI component.

Additionally, our data demonstrate that intracranial

infusions of AP5 into OFC impaired the olfactory oddity

with SI requirement without affecting the visual oddity.

Thus, our findings provide evidence that NMDARs,

particularly in the VL-OFC, have a selective role in

olfactory oddity tests requiring SI. More studies

investigating the role of NMDARs using rodent models

related to neuropsychological disorders may help

advance more specific and effective therapeutics for
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treating SI impairments. Furthermore, future studies

should focus on characterizing the neural substrates

involved specially in visual oddity tests.
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